
 

  

   

  

  

  

   
   

   

   

   
  
  

 

   

  

Takashi Murakami
iranslated by Linda Hoaglund)

Little Boy

The scent of summeris a kamikaze [divine wind]
“Avanished future dreamsof tomorrow
Gleaming wings, a terrified profile
Feigning blissful ignorance when weall know

An historic first, a midsummer memory
Don't ever forget, proudly beaming
Struttinglike a star; can you soar through the big summer sky?

“That you may never have a second chance
We really hope,we'reall praying

int ever forget, by the way, we're

Japanese, too, for better or worse

 

‘Swingit from your hands, proudly underthe big summer sky

Farewell to arms, under the midsummer sky
ts smile in a corner of the room
10's that staring, who's that hiding there?

(Kieell, "Enola Gay,” 2004; lyrics and music
byTakefumi Tsujimura)*
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Figure fa.1
Howl and Sophie, from Howl’s Moving Castle
ONTO MDE OUVOLEY J4t-3
2004
Animated film; director: Hayao Miyazaki©296 Niwa -GHODOT

 

Figure 1a.2
Enola Gay
LID-94
Pato: onve € Staley, NationalAir und Space MuseumSithecnian instnution(1 9-4
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Figure 1a.3
George Orwell
1984 (cover)
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On August6, 1945,for thefirst time in actual warfare,

an atomic bomb, nicknamed “Little Boy,” exploded over

thecity of Hiroshima(pl. 6). Three days later, on August

9, a second atomic bomb, nicknamed “Fat Man,”hit

Nagasaki. Together, the two bombskilled more than 210

thousand people; when survivors afflicted by the after-

effects of the bombsare included,the figure rises to

some 370 thousand.Afterthe tragic explosive-destruc-

tive-Whiteout! of the bombs, only burned-out rubble

remained: wasteland upon wasteland, utterly vacant

land. After the blinding whitelight, a conflagration of

orange ... and then, instantaneously,a torrent of pitch-

black rubble and mangled body parts actually rained

on the people on the ground.

Shortly thereafter, Japan surrendered unconditionally,

bringing thefifteen-year Pacific Warto an end.

2005.Sixty years after the war. Contemporary Japanis

at peace.

But everyone wholives in Japan knows—something

is wrong, Still, it's not worth a second thought. Young

girls butchered; piles of cash donations, scattered

recklessly on foreign soil; the quest for catharsis

through volunteerism; a brazen media prepared to

swallow press restrictions in support of economic

growth. The doorways of passably comfortable

one-room apartments, adorned meaninglessly with

amulet stickers from SECOM,a private security

company. Safe and sound,hysteria.

Japan may bethe future of the world. And now, Japan

is Superflat.

From social mores to art and culture, everything is

super two-dimensional.

Kawaii (cute) culture has become a living entity that

pervades everything. With a population heedless of the

cost of embracing immaturity, the nationis in the throes

of a dilemma: a preoccupation with anti-aging may

conquer not only the humanheart, but also the body.

It is a utopian society asfully regulated as the

science-fiction world George Orwell envisioned

in 1984: comfortable, happy, fashionable—a world nearly

devoid of discriminatory impulses. A place for

people unable to comprehendthe moral coordinates

of right and wrong as anything other than a rebusfor

“| feel good.”
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These monotonousruins of a nation-state, which

arrived on the heels of an American puppet government,

have beenperfectly realized in the nameofcapitalism.
Those whoinhabit this vacant crucible spin in endless,
inarticulate circles. In order to solve the puzzle

Japanese culture today, let us view it through

individual windows, whether images, songs, or some

expression or behavior, as though screening them on a

computer. Guided by the fragmentof a soulvisible at the

instant those windows coalesce as one, we will draw
the futurea little closer.

Whenkawaii, hetare (loser), and yurui(looseor lethar-

gic) characters smile wanly or stare vacantly, people

around the world should recognize a gradually fusing,

happy heart. It should be possibleto find the kernels
‘of our future by examining how indigenous Japanese

imagery and aesthetics changed and accelerated after

he war, solidifying into their current forms,

‘We Japanesestill embody “Little Boy,” nicknamed,

the atomic bombitself, after a nasty childhood taunt.

. Japanese Film in the Sixty Years After the War

kira Kurosawa’s undisputed masterpiece, The Seven
rai (1954), a lengthy entertainment running three

its and twenty-seven minutes, was released nine

ars after the war, and becamea record-breakinghit

japan. Uponits release, long lines snaked outside

rs in Japan, and thefilm rapidly achieved inter-

itional popularity; it won the Venice Film Festival's

rer Lion in the same year. Remadeabroad,it has

countless Japaneseandinternationalfans. With
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Figure 1a.4
The Seven Samurai

CADE

Film; director: Akira Kurosawa
‘©1964 Toho Cin, Ltd Al Rights Rapered



 

Figure ta.5
How! and Sophie flying,
from Howl's Moving Castle
(AP1LOm<ED
RERGINDLEYI 1-1

its relentless pursuit of realism, the film broke Re FMORBMERTTRA CPMRRZ

FDIC TWEABRAK EST. BOS

AINE UTMABEL LTORAP,

new ground among samurai films, dealing with such

 

themes as human resilience, poverty, hunger, pride,

2004 loyalty, the futility of Japan's feudal hierarchy
Animatedfilm; director; Hayao Miyazaki

(warriors/peasants/artisans/merchants), and the folly

of strife. The world may be a complex place where

happiness eludes many, yet humanssurvive. The Seven

Samurai was a hymnto the triumphantright of the

peasant or the commonmantolive.

Although the Japanese had achieved a miraculous

postwar revival and no longer scrambled for food,

hunger wasstill an indelible memory, tinged with

nostalgia. As they searchedfor self-respect while

acknowledging defeat, The Seven Samurai was no mere

costume drama:it was their own struggle. The film

defined the Japanese people.

With the changing fortunesof the years, the coordi-

nates of entertainmentalso shifted.

Nowit's 2005. What film defines the Japanese

today? Without question, it is Howl's Moving Castle,

released in Japan in late 2004.

Hayao Miyazaki, a nationally beloved director whose

new works are eagerly anticipated, achieved an

unprecedentedfeat with his previousfilm, Spirited Away,

the highest-grossingfilm in Japanese screen history.
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His latest film, Howl's Moving Castle (in current
felease), is overwhelmingly popular. This film should
Provide a snapshotof what Japanese people want
today. Let us analyze several ofits key components,
The young protagonist, Sophie,is eighteen years old,

Itis the dawn of the twentieth century, an era of
‘unsurpassed nationalism, somewherein a faintly
Alsatian cornerof the world. Soldiersofthe realm head
ut to battle, One day, Sophie encounters a beautiful
young wizard, Howl, Fleeing from an unknown pursuer,
‘the young manflies up into the sky carrying Sophie,
‘who promptlyfalls in love with him.

Thatnight, the Witch of the Waste casts a spell
on Sophie, transforming her into a ninety-year-old
woman. Homeless, Sophie wanders into Howl's dreaded
moving castle, where she takes up residence as an
aged housekeeper, disguising her true identity.
As Sophie embraces her strange new life in the
Castle with Howl, his apprentice Markl, and Calcifer (a
‘fire demon who keepsthe castle in Motion), she opens

 

her heart to them, acknowledging their mutual bonds,
and realizes that she is happy. Meanwhile, Howl, who
has always pursued a solitary existence, evading his
Wizardly obligations to engagein war, also changes.
Even as he grows haggard from nightly exposure to
‘the fires of war, he has found someone he must
‘Protect. By falling in love with Sophie, Howl discovers

Surmising that Howl's condition stems from a youth-
fulobsession with sorcery, Sophie leaps across space
“and time back to Howl's childhood, where she must win
‘his heart, Shefulfills her goal, the war ends, and Sophie

Howllive happily in the castle,
In the story, Sophie bounces back and forth between
teen and ninety, aging whensheis indecisive and

fegaining her youthful appearance whenever she makes
loice; she constantly metamorphoses,heedless of
demands of anylinear narrative. In the happy

linal scenes, Sophie is a girl again, yet she retains a
k of white hair.

Thefilm is based on a 1986 novel by Diana Wynne
dones. Although the film remains true to the basic
outline of the book, the original plot has been relent-
lessly altered, Miyazaki’s adaptation is rooted in the
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Figure 1a.6
Howl monsterized, from Howl's Moving Castle
ODLOM<0
‘Pmiceemac Ly Fok,
2004
Animated film; director:©204 Nara -Gnooor Hayao Miyazaki

 

Figure ta.7
Sophie traveling back in time toHow's childhood, from Howl's Moving CastleCPLOm <i).50
NIDPRICKSIFY 74—,
2004
Animatedfilm;direct tor: Hayao Miyazaki©2006 War) -GNoDOT
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protagonist's quest for the meaning of life, which

mirrors the same quest of contemporary Japanese.It

also incorporates Miyazaki's corrosive yet genuine

struggle through personal traumassuffered during the

Pacific War. Gradually, Miyazaki has transformed Wynne

Jones’s story into a self-deprecating portrait of

himself, concluding that if he mustlive in a land

of complete defeat, which has chosen apolitical

involvement in war, he has no choice but to keep

making movies.

A Hollywood producer reading the screenplay in

advance might well have had misgivings about financ-

ing How/'s mammoth production costs, But Miyazaki

has created the ultimate entertainment for present-

day Japan, with a powerfully cumulative structure,

sequencesofintense passion, vivid renderings of

a contemporary Japanese ethos, and a voracious

appetite for relentless volleys of “messages.” Miyazaki

knowsbetter than anyone that the Japanese audience

hungersfor a narrative structure alien to the logic of

Americanfilms.

Thefilm has three major themes.First, waris untenable,

and no matter howrighteousits cause, breaks down

the humanspirit; the fact that war begins and ends at

the capricious whim of a handful of people is cause for

despair. In other words, waris ultimately meaningless.

Second, no one canlive alone. The film stresses our

essential need for community, evenif it is only a pseudo-

family. Third, reality lies somewhere between “aging”

and “anti-aging.” The film offers a prescription for the

human heart by acknowledging the process of matu-

ration and aging inherentto the span of humanlife.

All of the problems confronted by the Japanese

today are present in Howl's Moving Castle. Take war,

which byall rights should concern us. Even the most

obtuse Japanese recognize that we support the warin

Iraq. Yet the average person cannot afford to get

involved. Wefeel helpless to changethe situation and

guilty for living in safety, yet no one takes any action,

Then there are the string of recent natural disasters,

the murders of young girls and other outrageous crimes,

the normalization of young “shut-ins," and the meaning-

less continuity of family; finally, our headlong rush

toward an aging society,filled with anxiety.

This paradox of an old womanand younggirl who

occupy one body, this portrayal of the concomitant
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coordinates of age,is about to unfoldin the real world.
The superimposition of Miyazaki himself, now a white-

Maned media star, onto this image allows the
audience immediate accessto hardship, opening them

up to sympathy.

In thefires of war, Howl loses sight of himself and
becomes a monster. He can only escape by returning to

the pastto find himself again. He knows how grim his

chances are. Howl's dilemmais based on Miyazaki’s
‘own childhood experiences of escaping Tokyo and the

tavages of war for the countryside during World War
Il, Miyazaki has candidly discussed the guilt and trauma

that he felt over his family's refusal, as they escaped

Tokyo bytruck,to help other families begging rides
along the wayfor their children. In addition, he is
haunted by the shattered dreams ofhis youth, when

heacted on his belief that ideology could change the
world. The heroic sight of Howl, transformed intoa
‘Kamikaze-like flying fighter amidst a landscape remi-

niscent of firebombedTokyo, is rendered real by the

fact that Howl indeed has no goal. The gradualtrans-
formation of a gentle, charming man into a demon as he
is draggedinto battle may be construed as a powerful
protest against the meaninglessness of war, cloaked

inthe guise of a children’s fairytale. The Seven Samurai

brouight relevancethroughrealism to postwar Japanese;

Miyazaki achieves empathy with contemporary audi-
‘ences not by approaching realism (there are no scenes

‘ofhuman deathin thefilm), but by spinning a children's
fantasy. Howl's Moving Castle respondsto the fears
of death that beset Japanese, both young and old.
Thefantastic, nearly religious scene in which Sophie

traverses time and space to enter Howl's childhood

foretells ourinvitation to the netherworld beyond death;

ithalf suggests karmic reincarnation.

Sixty years after the war, the vestigial phantomsthat
Miyazaki failed to conquerin his youth still trap this

filmmaker, goading him to portraythe folly of war. And
“audiences are moved by Miyazaki's personal dilemma,
with which they empathize and find resonance.This is
the movie Japan wants now.

4. Death and Narrative Merge

The catharsis in Akira Toriyama's Dragon Ball, the quin-
fessential mainstream manga,is a climax that never

. Dragon Ball was the engine that drove Shénen
Wimp, a weekly teen manga magazine with a circula-
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Figure 1a.8
Akira Toriyama
Dragon Ball, vol. 1 (cover)
PES TomJs981 SiR)
1985
Book(publisher: Shieisha)
© 108 Bed Stacie

 

Figure 1a.9
Akira Toriyama
Gokd (right) fighting an Opponent, from
Dragon Ball (complete edition), vol. 32 (page 58)
RIDR—MsESRRIZHED
(MEMSBS, (58m)

2004
Book(publisher: Shdeisha)
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Figure 1a.10
Asao Takamori and Tetsuya Chiba
Last scene of Tomorrow's Joe
lSELKOVa-aFAhy—y

1973 (original manga publication)
Manga; reproducedfrom Ashita no J6, vol. 12,
published by Kodansha Manga Bunko(2000)
© -Asae Tehama ja Chiba AU Rights Reserwe.

  

tion of 6.5 million. To put this in perspective, Yomiuri

Newspaper, Japan's largestdaily, has a circulation of 10

million. Dragon Ball ran to some 520 installments over

twelve years from 1984 to 1995. The mightiest popular

mangaofits day, it had sold over 126 million manga

paperbacks by 2000.It goes without saying that Dragon

Ball spin-offs abound, including an animated TV

series, movies, and games. Vast quantities of Dragon

Ball characters and merchandise have been produced.

Dragon Ball began with a heartwarming story

before shifting into an action series built around the

warrior tournaments of the Peerless Martial Arts

Association (Tenka Ichi Buddkai). The protagonists

fight, win, lose, and learn lessons, then return to fight

again in an endless cycle, The tenets of the Shonen

Jumpphilosophy, “friendship, struggle, and victory,”

intensify the momentbattling warriors become friends.

DragonBall then evolved into a battle against aliens

intent on world domination, expanding its narrative

scale, which increasingly inflates the top warriors and

their challengers. The colossal popularity of the

series so extendeditslife that acrobatic devices were

continually employed to keep the narrative alive,

evadingthepitfalls of routine characters and plots. The

series eventually went so far as to have protagonist

Gokd and the other warriorsattain life after death

halfway throughtheir stories by meansof a miraculous

device. Goki, for example, continues his animate

existence by wearing an angel's halo. Dragon Ballis

premised on the preposterousnotion that a dead,

halo-sporting hero can reduce eachofhis persistent

challengers—from nemesis and super-nemesis to

hyper-nemesis—to a pulp. The never-ending cyclical

narrative moves forward plausibly, seamlessly, and with

great finesse.

In the 1990s, the manga-loving public grew dissat-

istied with the essential manga catharsis at the heart

of Tomorrow’s Joe or Space Battleship Yamato,in

which thefinal death of the protagonist provides

sentimental inspiration. That public demanded a

riskier, high-wire narrative to sustain its addiction

to weekly manga magazines.

In fact, as legend hasit, the creator of Dragon Ball

and his readers ended up playing out a game of

one-upmanship as extreme—andeven as hazardous—

as the rigorous thousand-day ascetic practice that an

Esoteric Buddhist monk would undergo on the sacred
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other work emblematic of manga’s heyday, Katsuhiro

10's Akira(pl. 18), reflects an alternate approach to

ombining elementsoftraditional manga narrative.

Osamu Tezuka,the first manga master,laid out the

sential narrative conventions of postwar manga.

‘Though influenced by Disney's animation techniques,

Tezuka devised his own manga grammar, employing a

progression of film-like shot breakdowns and character
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Figure ta.11
‘OsamuTezuka
From New Treasure Island
"eeeRILD
1947 (original manga publication)
Manga;reproduced from Shin takarajima:
Tezuka Osamu manga zenshii 281
(Complete works of OsamuTezuka, vol. 281),
published

by

Kodansha (1984), pages 8-9

 

 

 

Figure 1a,12
Kamui Fujiwara
Chocolate Panic,vol, 2 (cover)
"Fall—h-MoyoomRHR)
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poses. His approach drew manyfollowers, creating the

foundation for postwar manga.

Otomo's innovation,in turn, lay in the frozenstill-

ness of his visual compositions, which offer stark

contrast to Tezuka's dynamic images. Otomo’s manga

framesare stylized and exaggerated, and his mechan-

* ically clipped images create a weightless atmosphere.

His narratives echo this quality: there's nevera final

payoff. They're anecdotal feints, always sidestepping

any denouement. Other mangaartists, such as Kamui

Fujiwara, the Otomo devotee behind Chocolate Panic,

beganto premise their work on an exaggeratedfailure

to deliver a finale. In the world of four-frame manga,

the trend toward a non-narrative structure—foundin

the work of Kdji Aihara, Sensha Yoshida, Sekaiichi

Asakura, and Mikio Igarashi—may be construed as a

response to an extreme realism. Otomo, one of the

pioneersof this technique, abandonedit after several
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‘Serializations, eventually adopting a filmic idiom. He

incorporated cinematic conventions of suspense in A

Child’s Dream (1982), and in the short animated film

The Order to Stop Construction, he took the “frozen-

still” compositions he had mastered through mangato

the next level. As if to reverse Tezuka's movement

Towards Disney-style animation, Otomo developed a

Vaguely mechanical yet supple animation technique.

With these deliberate strategies his career evolved,

heading towardsthe epic film that would define an era.

This film was Akira.

Akira set Otomo's career as a mangacreator and an

ahimator in stone. During the nine-year period over

Which he serialized the manga, he also adaptedit as

‘an animated feature film. In an era permeated by the

looming end of the century, Otomo,entranced by the
Motion of the death of narrative, set out to resurrect
®pic storytelling. Pushing the limits of his visual
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Figure ta.14
Katsuhiro Otomo
Kanedaandhis biker gang racing
through NeoTokyo, from Akira, vol. 6
(pages 432-33)
"PHSROBE
RAREDCREFSRBICS j(432-337)
1993
Book(publisher: Kodansh
©Mash-RomCo, Lid, Taiyo. Al ih

  



Figure 1a,15
Katsuhiro Otomo
Kaneda screaming, “Akira lives on in our minds!”
from Akira, vol. 6 (page 422)
Ire aBORL DPSTREMMOPEESTI
Epsseeea422z)
1993
Book(publisher: Kodanshi

 

  

Figure 1a.16
Katsuhiro Otomo

“Greater Tokyo Empire Akira” banner,

from Akira, vol. 6 (page 415)

FP $5BERS D RHETT+ 50141 5F)

1993

Book (publisher: Kodansha)
oye Ad Rights Reserve 
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genius, Otomo rendered an exploding city in infinite

detail. He captured the very apocalypse of postwar

Japan with a force akin to that of Pieter Bruegel’s The

Towerof Babel. Choosing “post-apocalyptic human

awakening” as his theme, Otomo employed every

experiment and innovation in the service of bringing

his film to the zenith of Japanese animation. Inevitably,

given this theme, he wound up with a final scene

reminiscent of Arthur C. Clarke and Stanley Kubrick's

2001: A Space Odyssey.

Once the animation production was winding down

and Otomobeganwriting the final manga chapter, his

theme shifted.It was this shift that made Akira, the

serial manga, so revolutionary.

According to prevailing wisdom, Tezuka's mangais

semiotically structured, with characters acting as

signifiers to guide narrative. Otomo’s work,in which

each frame is an individual image, rejected that

approach. Otomo defined a method in whichit is the

characters that cementthe constructionoftheir world,

even as they guide the narrative. And he added

another element, using manga to critique manga.

Instead of defining a closed narrative circle, he strove
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to devise a “meta-manga.”

Let us consider the ending of Akira, volume6. First,
Otomoclosesthe narrative cycle,
United Nations forces have arrived amid the

evident destruction of Neo Tokyo soonafter Akira’s
€xplosion, prompting Kaneda to scream,

Take your guns and getthe hell out of our country!
We'll keep all the damned aid you've brought. But
anything beyond that, and you're interfering with
sovereign affairs.

Akira lives on in our minds!

A cry for freedom from a defeated Japan, its own
constitution legislated by another nation after the war.

Don't touch me, let me be independent. We don’t
feed your U.N. or any other help. The image of Kaneda
and the others waving a “Greater Tokyo Empire Akira”
flag, with noneof the conviction that accompanied bran-
dishmentsof the former imperial flag of Japan, seems
to mock our current “Japanese Nation of Children.” But
this is where the story ends, giving wayto layouts that
conceal new possibilities for manga.

A few pages before the end, Kaneda and the other
protagonists race around ruined skyscrapers on
motorbikes, even as the skyscrapers rebuild themselves
before our eyes. The city, destroyed by Akira and Tetsuo,
noiselessly returns to its former state, rendered in
painstaking detail with Otomo's characteristic realism.
The reconstruction of Neo Tokyo's skyscrapers embod-
ies a movement from dystopia to utopia. The link to
Tezuka, who,inspired by Fritz Lange's Metropolis,
penned an eponymous mangaand created Astro Boy
around a similar theme, appears unexpectedly in these
last pages.

Otomo paid private homage to Tezuka, placing a
personal messageto the masternext to rubble spray-
painted with Akira's emblem.

By the end of the story, the protagonists’ bid for
freedom has becomethe central theme, and the self-
fesurrecting buildings form

a

direct reference to Tezuka's
postwar manga grammar.

Back in the 1950s, as the Japanesecontinued to
ponder the nation’s defeat, they nonetheless placed

“their faith in the ultimate cutting-edge energy source:
‘nuclear power.It is no wonder, then, that in Tezuka’s
“Magnum opus, Astro Boy—whose Japanese title,
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Tetsuwan Atomu, literally means “Mighty Atom”—

a robot named Atom might have seemed appropriate

as a defender of justice who embodied the bright

future. To consider that his nameis identical to the

force of the atomic bomb, and that the bomb dropped

on Hiroshima was nicknamed “Little Boy,”is to under-

stand the tortuously twisted road that led from warto

recovery. Otomo referencesthis journey, critiquing the

Shdnen Jump-style popular manga culture of the 1980s

in a complete affirmation of his own realistic manga

style. Miraculously, he's pulledit all off simultaneously

in a single work, Akira.

Manga occupies a central place in the history

of postwar Japaneseculture. | am sure that Otomo

believed this. Use manga to critique manga. Finally,

Akira, the meta-manga, wasfinished.

In a sense, this coincided with the emergence of

Simulationism in the contemporaryart of the late 1980s

and early 1990s, and Otomo's motives corresponded to

the aspirations of Sherrie Levine and Jeff Koons,

It was a complicated era, when the only way to

create reality was to merge narrative and continually

generatestories within stories.

We Japanese managed to create a context in

which even a corpse,alive in death like Dragon Ball's

halo-adorned Goki, can meetall challengers. But in

this context, the majesty of the living, who accept death

as self-evident, has been discarded.

The decrepit children who appear in Akira accept

the futility of life and encounter their own deaths as

children, despite their chosen status and supernatural

powers;they are exactly like the Japanesetoday.

4. DAICON IV

DAICON IV Opening Animation (pl|. 2) was first

shown at the opening ceremony of the 22nd Japan SF

Convention held in Osaka in 1983. The group that

organized the event and created the film consisted

primarily of student amateurs. The five-minute 8mm

film was a sequel to the group's debut work, DA/CON.

Il Opening Animation, which premiered at the 1981

conference(also in Osaka). DAICONstandsfor “Osaka

Convention," using an alternate pronunciation (da/) for

the first character in “Osaka.”

The annual SF (sciencefiction) convention, inaugu-

rated in 1962, remains an event by ofaku for otaku,

predating the term ofaku itself, which did not enter
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public discourse until the late 1980s. Sciencefictionis
intimately linked to ofaku culture. The creators of such

olaku-favored genres as “robot anime" and tokusatsu

(Special effects) films drew heavily on sciencefiction;

the anime classic Mobile Suit Gundam,for example,

Wasinspired by Robert Heinlein's 1959 novel, Starship
Troopers. (In particular, the coverillustration of the

“powered suit" created by Studio Nuefor the Japanese

edition of the book may be considered the direct
ancestor of Gundam's robot design.) Before the full
emergenceof ofaku culture, fans of tokusatsu and anime

TV series created for children could further satisfy
their appetites only by turning to sciencefiction.

DAICONwastheir event.

The legendary DAICON animations were created

by Toshio Okada, Yasuhiro Takeda, Hideaki Anno,

Hiroyuki Yamaga, and Takami Akai (amongothers), who

were then college students in the Osaka area. After

concluding their activities as amateurs, the group

later formed the anime studio Gainax, which madeits
fame with Neon Genesis Evangelion, the bible for con-

temporary otaku,in 1995, twelve years after DAICON IV.

The DAICONanimations reveal two characteristics
that appealto ofaku.First, they contain abundant

feferences to elements of the subculture that would
later be called ofaku culture, including Godzilla and
Space Battleship Yamato. Second, even though these

hand-drawn, 8mm animefilms are extremely short at

five minutes each, they demonstrate an extraordinary

artistic and technical level that exceeds expectations

for independentfilms: not only is the quality of the

animation high, but the DAICONanimators were able
to integrate the picture and the music seamlessly and

deploy such sophisticated techniques as multiple

exposures far more skillfully than “professionals.”

Indeed, the DAICON animators’ relentless pursuit of
quality and sophistication prompted the evolution

of science-fiction-based subculture into full-fledged

otaku culture.

So, what exactly was DA/CON IV Opening Animation?

Is worth explaining the flow of the film in detail,

because the work embodies every otaku paradigm.

DAICONIV begins with anintroduction derived from
DAICONII/, its forerunner, The soundtrack, performed

by Kitard, who helped define the New Age sound,
Is very much of its time. The Jet VTOL ship from

Ultraman's Science Patrol slowly descends out of the
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Figure 1a.17
Studio Nue
Frontispiece for Robert Heinlein,
Starship Troapers (publisher: Hayakawa Shobd)
ONS MAYSSROFIBRO
1977
Original drawing
(designed by Kazutaka Miyatake)© Stugia Nue C0, 138



Figure 1a.18
Science-fiction author Frederik Pohl conversing
with conventioneers, from Official After Report
of 22nd Japan SF Convention DAICONIV (page 4)

"22S FASDAICON WV ARPII—LA—
bad DWTSSFERTL FY y 2 -7h-)L8, (4)

 

Figure 1.19
Official After Report of 22nd Japan SF Convention
DAICONIV (cover)
"952215 1 SFABDAICON IV
BAP9—Lak—bsee)
August 1, 1984
Book (publisher: DAICON IV Committee)

 

blue sky toward earth, as an elementary-schoolgirl,

carrying her randoseru (school backpack), observes

the scene from behind a tree. Two patrol members

emerge from the ship. They offer the girl a cup of

water and ask herto deliverit to DA/CON. Bowing, the

girl races away, but Punk Dragonblocks her path. He

challenges a “powered suit” from Starship Troopers

and the battle abruptly begins. The girl tosses the

powered suit aside, whereupon Gomorarises from the

earth. Using a booster concealed in her backpack,the

girl flies up into the sky, with the poweredsuit in hot

pursuit. They continue their battle in midair. A blow

from the powered suit sendsthe girl plummeting to

earth, imperiling her precious cup of water. At the last

moment, she has a vision of the Science Patrol and

regains consciousness. She snatches the cup just

before it crashes to the ground, saving the water.

Resuming herbattle with the powered suit, she catches

oneofits missiles and hurls it right back at him; a huge

explosion ensues. Just then, Godzilla appears. With

King Ghidorah and Gamera chasing her, the girl flies

through the air with her jet-propelled backpack. The

Star Destroyer and an Imperial scout from Star Wars

cross the background. Reaching into her backpack the

girl whips out a bambooruler, which magically becomes

alight saber. After slicing Baltan Seijin in half, the girl

launches a massive numberof micromissiles from her

backpack. Hit by a micromissile, a MaserTankfrom the

Godzilla movies goes up in flames. The Atragon breaks

in two as the Yamato, the Enterprise, an X-Wing, and

Daimajin explode in total chaos.Thegirl pours her cup

of water on a shriveled up daikon (Japaneseradish),

buried in the ground. As the daikonrevives,it turns into

the spaceship DA/CON.Bathedin light, and now wear-

ing a commander's uniform, the girl boards the ship,

wherethefilm's producers, Toshio Okada and Yasuhiro

Takeda,sit at the controls. As the landing gearretracts,

DAICONdeparts for the far reachesof the universe.

DAICONIII, the introduction, comes to a close.
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he girl with the backpack from the introduction has

‘grown up into a BunnyGirl. Every last science-

fantasy TV and movie character makes an

ance: Astron, Jamira, Zarab Seijin, King Joe,

DAICON®7OFa—Y—-OMMAARE

RRA>TUS.Mo <0 emRBIAE

MENDAICONSAFHORA.YAO

Y9Ya YODAICONIllkz ZCHS,

Figure 14.20
Drawings for DA/CON IV
Opening Animation
DAICON IV A—7a=y9-F=x-Yay

DKON KA-1YF

1983
Pencil on paper
24.2 x 26.8 cm each
Collection of DAICON Film

 

Animation directors:
Takami Akai(left) and
Hideaki Anno(right)
© DAICON Fim
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Seabozu, TwinTail, Gesura, Dada, and Saturn. The Bunny

Girl jumps into a throng of Metron Seijin. She races

past Gyango, Red King, Baltan Seijin, Takkong, Pole

Seijin, Z-Ton, Mephilus Seijin, and Seagoras, tossing

them all aside. Without warning, she's in a light-saber

duel with Darth Vader, while Storm Trooperssit in the

background,their legs folded under them. The Death

Star is enshrined in one corner. Atopa cliff, aliens who

haveseized the Discovery from 2001: A Space Odyssey

kick up a fuss. The Dynaman robot crushes the girl.

When a swordflies at her out of nowhere, Bunny Girl

hops onit like a surfer. Just then, Jedi-tei Ya Ida

launchesinto a Japanese comedyroutine with C-3PO

and Chewbaccain the audience. There’s Nazoh from

Gekko Kamen (Moonlight Mask) and a Pira Seijin with

anametagreading “Tar6 the Blaster” (Bakuhatsu Taro)

on his chest. BunnyGirlis still surfing on her sword

when sherunsinto a formation of Ultrahawk1's. Then

the Yamato and the Arcadia appear, along with an

exploding Valkyrie VF from Macross. An awesome midair

battle unfolds in an otaku coffee shop (no doubt the

filmmakers’ favorite hangout). Bunny Girl now travels

into an extra-dimensional world. We see Captain

America, Robin, Batman, Spiderman, Wonder Woman

... the list goes on. Flying into space are the Thunderbird,

aTIE-Fighter, and the Millennium Falcon. Rider, Jumborg

A, the Shooting Star, nurses, the giant Ohmu from

Nausicaa, Nausicaa herself, Lynne Minmay, Mazinger

Z, KoolSeijin, Cutie Honey, and othersare there. Having

madeit through ofaku-land, BunnyGirl relinquishes her

sword, It splits into seven parts, whichfly through the

sky spewingflamesin seven colors. At the foot of Mt.

Fuji are Mogera, the Yamato, Mothra, the Atragon, White

Base, and Thunderbird 5. All of a sudden, an atomic-

bomb-grade explosion hits an unpopulated city. After

the blast, there's a flurry of cherry-blossom petals.

Successive upheavals of the earth give birth to

new worlds. As the beam launched by the DA/CON

traverses the sky, lush greenery sprouts and grows.

Robby the Robot, ObaQ, Doraemon, the Five Rangers,

and other characters—too many to count—converge:

Hakaider, Atman, Maria from Metropolis, Metaluna

Mutant, the Robot Gunslinger from Westworld, Captain

Dice, Robocon, Derek Wildstar (Susumu Kodai), the

Creature, Ming the Merciless, X-Seijin, Lum, Kanegon,

Char Aznable, Cobra, Gekko Kamen,Inspector Zenigata,

Mr. Spock, KemurSeijin, Anne, BandelSeijin, Superman,
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‘Soran the Space Boy, Cornelius, Invisible Man, Hell

Ambassador, Doruge, Fighters, Boss Borot, the Robot

Santohei, Speed Racer (G6 Mifune), Big X, Space Ace,
Triton, 009, Tetsujin 28, Electric Man, Metalinom, Hack,
Bart, Giant Robot, Gaban, V3, Lupin III, Apollo Geist,

‘Bat, Barom One, King Joe. The sunrises, the camera

zooms out to the solar system, and The End.

With every last possible science-fiction (otaku-style)

‘character from around the world—and throughout

time—present and accountedfor, thefilm is obviously

amammoth laborof love. By stuffing their film with all

‘of the beloved creatures that inspired them, the

creators displayed a level of passion incommensurate

with a work created as the opening event of an

amateur competition. There is the thrill of navigating

the border between parody and art. More than twenty

years after the original screening, this film deserves

‘enewed respectfor the energyinvolved in fashioning

“a work of such astounding perfection. Andyet, asif

this achievementwerenotsufficientinitself, in the last

Scene of DA/CON IV Opening Animation, the funda-

“mental metaphor for any Japanesecreator, the atomic

‘bomb—our symbolof “destruction and rebirth"—

explodes in an unexpected way.

After the sequence in which Bunny Girlflies around

tirelessly, everything is destroyed by (what can only be

construed as) an atomic bomb. In the ensuing whirl-

wind, petals from Japan's national flower, the cherry

blossom, engulf everything in a blastofpink; the streets

become scorched earth, mountains are burnt bare, and

the whole world becomes a wasteland. Amidst this

devastation, Spaceship DA/CON, symbolizing otaku,

floats in midair emitting a powerful beam—the beam of

science-fiction fans. The world revives,gianttrees rise

ina flash, and Mother Earth is once again bedecked in

green. Characters from the world of sciencefiction

gather on the restored planetto celebrate.

In accordance with the rubrics of otaku taste,all

of the characters are happy, their chests puffed up

proudly at the light of hope. Characters who have

fever occupied the same screen gradually interact

with each other and assemble in the final mob

“Scene—a perfect encapsulation of the science-

fiction conference's message.

In this film, the animators discovered an affirmation

behind total annihilation that had nothing to do with
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Figure 14.21
Portrait of Hideaki Anno on the cover of
Quick Japan,vol. 10 (Ohta Publishing Co., 1996)
HERAR—bL—b
(FQuick Japang Vol,10 2BdiAR] 996%sae)
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Figure 1a.22
Haruo Minami
“Hello from the Countries of the World:
Expo '70 Theme Song
ROMA fcBile
H&DRIBRRTVY:
1967

 

7-inch single; SN-464 (cover)

 

the politics or ideology of the atomic bomb.This is why

they were able to portray the end of the world, without

hesitation, as a kind of revolution, and follow it with a

“blizzard” of cherry-blossom petals. Hideaki Anno, who

later directed Neon Genesis Evangelion, created the

explosion scene,andit is almost painful to watchhis

pathological obsession withit, as an atomic whirlwind

destroys the city.

Atfirst glance, this scenario for Japan’s recovery

froman atomic bomb seemsoffhand,but the creators’

compelling messageis deeply felt in the urgency of

the production values.In a way, ofaku sensibilities have

much in commonwith those of American hippies in

the 1970s. A lifestyle that seems to turn its back on

the world is founded on a nearly groundless obsession

with peace and happiness, tremendous curiosity for

the internal world of the self, extreme sentimentality,

and keen sensitivity, all of which contribute to

futuristic creation.

The fact that Japan's IT industry is built on otaku is

also significant, as it suggests a parallel between the

hippie movementandotaku culture. One indication of

the filmmakers’ obsession with quality and concept

wastheir use of a then-rare personal computer, which

enabled them to calculate planetary orbits and thus

design the solar system that appearsin the last scene.

The complexity of this design process offers further

evidenceof the filmmakers’ obsession with realism.

Surprisingly,it turns out that the ultimate dream of

otaku aesthetics, scrupulous yet fanatically obsessed

with reality, is a happy party, a peaceful festival.

5. The Adult Empire Strikes Back

Hello, hello, from the Western countries

Hello,hello, from the Eastern countries

Hello,hello, people from all over the world

Hello,hello,in the land of cherry blossoms

Say hello in 1970

Hello, hello,let's shake hands

Hello,hello,to the realm of the moon"

Hello, hello, we fly away from earth

Hello,hello, the dreamsof the world

Hello, hello, on a green hill

Sayhello in 1970

Hello,hello,let's shake hands
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Hello, hello, everyone's smiling

Hello, hello, from the bottom of their hearts
Hello, hello, the world will be one
Hello, hello,in the country of Japan

Say hello in 1970

Hello,hello, let's shake hands

Hello, hello,let's shake hands

(Haruo Minami, “Hello from the Countries of the World:
Expo '70Theme Song,” 1967; lyrics by Yoko Shimada,
Music by Hachidai Nakamura)**

The 1970 World Exposition in Osaka was a national

symbol beloved byfirst-generation ofaku (born from the

late 1950s to late 1960s). “Progress and Harmony of

Mankind” was its theme. Expo '70 inspired Japanese

Children to dream ofa futurefree of national borders in

which the notion of “progress for the future” could

conquer even human strife. This convergence of

artifacts, suggesting a tranquil and peaceful world with

human progress represented by technology and space

development, madeit possible to believe in the future.

For the Japanese,their hearts newly healed from post-

wartrauma, this was the perfect scenario for the future.

For the children, the scenario was“real.”Yet that future

has never arrived—their dreams were shattered. And

they grew into adults, unable to relinquish those dreams.

The film Crayon Shinchan Storm-Brewing Méretsu!

Adult Empire Strikes Back stole the heartsofthis first

otaku generation. The work recreated the atmosphere

of Expo ‘70 while ironically rendering future-less,
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Figure 1.23
Taré Okamoto’s Tower of the Sun recreated
at 20th Century Expo,from Crayon Shinchan
Storm-Brewing Méretsu! Adult Empire Strikes Back
OVAYLAB SA MEIRSE-LY! AheREID

3OM).£YOWESNKMEAMOCKIBOM),
2001
Anime film
 (FitabastaSHIN-El Aniation-TV Asahi

 

Figure 1a.24
Shinnosuke from Crayon Shinchan Storm-Brewing
M6Gretsu! Adult Empire Strikes Back

WLAYLASPA MEULRE-LY!

BMLDOUADTIN
AbtHO

2001
Anime film
© Yoshio UsiFutabanhisSHINEL Animations TV Asan
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contemporary Japan in a nutshell.

Let me explain the story.

The Crayon Shinchanfranchiseoriginated in the long-

lived “shtick” manga series by Yoshito Usui, which ran

in Weekly Manga Action (a magazine for young adults)

from 1990, moving to Monthly Manga Town in 2000.Its

protagonist, Shinnosuke Nohara,a kindergartener who

loves action masks and chocolate snacks,lives in

Kasukabe, a suburbin Saitama Prefecture. Shinnosuke’s

father, Hiroshi, is a salaryman; his mother, Misae, a

housewife; and with the addition of his little sister,

Sunflower, the Noharas make up a typical Japanese

family. Shinnosukeis a vulgar, rebellious character, dis-

tinguished by his precocious taste for attractive women.

Although Crayon Shinchan topped the “PTA List ofTV

Programs Little Children Shouldn't See,” it became a

huge success.Every year brought a new featurefilm in

the series. Adult Empire Strikes Back was directed by

Keiichi Hara, who also conceivedtheoriginal story for

the film.

In these films, adults revert to childhood and go to

play at 20th Century Expo, a themepark with a striking

resemblance to Expo '70, which has sprouted mysteri-

ously in Kasukabe. The theme park stages famous

scenesfrom classicTV shows,in which anyone can be

the hero or heroine while reveling in nostalgia. With the

recreation of Expo '70, Shinnosuke's parents, Hiroshi

and Misae, become captivesof their own nostalgia and

completely abandon their children. Eventually, the

parents give up everything else to stay at 20fh Century

Expo, and an organization called Yesterday Once More

(an obvious nod to the Carpenters) kidnaps the

children. The organization is a secret society dedicated

to abandoningreal, twenty-first-century despair and

returning to the “good old twentieth century.” They plan

to hoard the nostalgia of the Kasukabe adults until they

have enoughto pushthe Nostalgia Meterto its highest

levels ever, and then spread Nostalgia Extract through-

out Japanto forceit back into the twentieth century.

WhenShinnosuke chargesinto 20th Century Expo, the

sceneis a replica of a Showa 30s-era (1955-64) street, on

the eve of Expo ‘70; the scenedrips with nostalgia as

the adults revel in their forgotten dreams and hopes.

They have escapedreality to cling to a hollow past, and

relinquished any hope of creating a future. Enduring

several falls and a nosebleed, Shinnosuke races up the

tower housing the button that controls the release of
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otaku after DAICONIV.

6. Memories of the Atomic Bomb

Behold, a gaze that admits norayof light
overcomebytreachery's grief
Behold, above ourskeptical laughter
a sword of rage poisedto strike

Everyliving creature yearns to gnaw ourbones,
eyes glint in vengeance,urging us to suicide

God's creation rebuffs ourassimilation
The atmosphere refusesto enfold us

Nostalgia Extract. His trials run live on television, and the

Sight of Shinnosuke desperately livinga reallife shocks

the adults backto their senses. The levelon the Nostalgia

Meter plummets, thwarting Yesterday Once More's plot.

Otaky understand Yesterday Once More, and they find

Shinnosuke's parents compelling. At this pointin time,

otaku culture spans three generations, including the

grandchildren of the first otaku. Whether or not otaku

have grandkids, they remain just as dedicated to

gathering otaku information and collecting otaku

merchandise. Butit is also true that the aims of a

secret society like Yesterday Once More are empathetic

to, if not overtly synchronized with,the terrorist activ-

ities of Aum Shinriky6, the recognized otaku cult that

accomplished the 1995 Sarin attacks on the Tokyo

subway. Otaku have always held excessivebeliefin their

dreams, and have continuedto trust thattheir fantasies

would cometrue, This has only heightenedtheir bitter-

ness upon the betrayal of their dreams. But whatis the

objectof their bitterness? Plain truth dictates that they

should direct that bitterness at themselves,a fact that

they probably comprehend, Although they won't plan

their own revolution, they won't give up onthe idea of

autopian future, If only—they desperately dream—they

were allowed to express their honest feelings in the

world of anime. Whenthey indeed find such expression,

they heartily applaudit yet sigh in deep resignation, for

they knowit's just an empty fantasy. Peculiarly, the

stories-within-stories structure of Adult Empire Strikes

Back also allows them to see through themselves as

fevelers in their impossible predicament. In this, we

glimpse the reality fraught with despair that awaited
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Figure 12.25
Carpenters
Now & Then, including “Yesterday Once More”
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Figure 1a.26
Katsuhiro Otomo
Akira, vol. 1 (cover)
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1984
Book(publisher: Kodansha)
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The gentler our nature the deeperits rage

Whenthat rage has erased

every last kindness, all is for nought

Come,let us sing now, the Ode to Joy

Oh,clouds driftingin a clear blue sky

Bird calls in forest andfield

My heart delighted, brimming with joy

Our bright smiling faces exchanging looks

(Kenji Endo, “Ode to Joy,” 1972; lyrics by Kenji Endé

[last verse by TéichirIwasa], music by Ludwig van

Beethoven)*

The boomin Japanese science-fiction/fantasy anime

was engenderedby two works:SpaceBattleship Yamato

and Mobile Suit Gundam(pls. 27, 30). Both works share

a narrative genesis in a post-atomic world. And both are

fundamentalto the birth of ofaku culture.

In Space Battleship Yamato, enemyaliens from the

Gamilon empire attack the earth. The Gamilons launch

a planetary bomb from a great distance, a bomb

designed to accelerate radiation contamination and

expedite their colonization of the planet. The landis

deforested and the oceansrun dry.

Mobile Suit Gundamopenswith a plan to drop a space

colony on the earth. In orderto alleviate overpopula-

tion, space colonies have beencreated at the Lagrange

Points, places where the gravitationalfields of the earth

and the moonare neutralized. One of the colonies, which

calls itself the Principality of Zeon, declares its inde-

pendencefrom the Earth Federation and declares war.

Launching a sneakattack, they take a space colonyout

of its orbit and dropit ontothe earth. Billions die in the

attack, both on the space colony andat the terrestrial

point of impact, and the earth's collision with the

massive projectile precipitates climate change. Earth,

once the mother planet, enters a nuclear winter and

becomesall but uninhabitable.

Planetary bombs,or space coloniesfalling to earth

and exploding in blinding white light followed by

brilliant red, were all common story elementsin the

manga and anime of the time. So many of these

narratives begin in the catastrophic aftermath of an

atomic explosion.

There is a longing for some fundamental human

power to awaken when humanity is backed into a

corner. Hayao Miyazaki’s original manga and animated
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‘film, Nausicaa oftheValley of the Wind, also begins in a

‘World that has suffered a man-madeapocalypse.This

“istrue of Otomo’s Akira as well.
‘Wefeel an abiding senseof righteous indignation

atthe use of atomic bombstobring the Pacific War to

@ close. We level cheap shots at the Japanese

‘government, which placed Japanin thatfinal scenario

‘and then concealed the truth about the bombs’

effects. We feel complex emotions towards the

‘Americans who thrust the terror of nuclear annihila-

‘tion upon Japan. Addedto this is our own cowardly

‘tage for accepting media control as a necessaryevil. All

of this simmered in the Japanese consciousness as

r ‘dogmawithout direction. When these contexts emerged,

_ the message reached its audience in the guise of

‘children's programming; becausereality was portrayed

through anime, Japan finally discovered genuine

‘tespectforits creators.

In Japanese elementary schools, we do not learn

that our country has been managed in an incomplete,

tentative fashion ever since the loss of the war. Nor do

We seriously grapple with the issue as adults.

But everyone recognizes the discomfort generated

by this unnatural state of affairs. Japan is well

established as a nation unable to addressits bad

blood. Butat least the truth survives,alive and well, in

stories told to children, Perhapsit's fair to say that

the unique sympathies welabel as otaku were born

the moment Japan comprehendedthe sincerity of

thesestorytellers.

7.An Endless Summer Vacation

Oh summersunsetpastthe view in the slow days

Orange days, orange sky in the slow days

The long, long summervacation never seemsto end

| dream of becoming someoneelse, with the face of

my childhood

Ohyeah, one faint memory upon another
Ohyeah, they determine who we are

Oh summersunset, orangecircle in the sunset sky
That too-smooth color, packed with drama, storytold
too often
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Figure 1a.27
Fishmans
Something in the Air, including “Slow Days”
ROOF AMROPIERSHY TY

CD (cover)
(Courtesy Univaril Music Kk



 

Ohyeah, | can't getto feeling naive
Ohyeah, life's not that big a deal

In the everydaywith nothinglost, wefeelfine

From beyond the horizon, the same sound as always

Spendingthese days like I'm bored

Gotta give these days a hardtime,too

(Fishmans, “Slow Days,” 1996; lyrics and music

by Shinji Sato)*

Thefirst atomic bombhit on August6,at the height of

summer. The war was over. Summeris the season when

the story ends and hell begins. Peace was immediately

transformed by a unique senseof time. The blinding

whitelight of the sun andthelight of the atomic bomb

coalesced, delineating the beginning and end of

the narrative.

Postwar Japanese narrative themes jumble

summer vacations together with leukemia; manytell

stories of doomedlove.This still holds true today, as

proven by the enormous successof the 2004 movie

Crying Out Love fromthe Center of the World, based on

a novel by Kydichi Katayamathat sold an incredible
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Figure 1a.28
Mushroomcloudof the hydrogen bomb "Bravo,"
detonated at Bikini Atoll on March 1, 1954
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three million copies upon publication. Indeed, the story

begins with a heroine who has leukemia.

The protagonist, Sakutar6 (named after the poet

Sakuitard Hagiwara), is a high-school junior in a

fegional city. The story opens with the deathof his

girlfriend, Aki. Saku and Aki's friendship goes back

to middle school, but they first become romantically

involved as sophomores. In the second semester of

his junior year, Saku learns that Aki has leukemia. Her

parents ask Saku to take their daughter to Australia

When she recovers. Saku buys tickets and sneaks Aki

out of the hospital on her birthday; they celebrate with

‘acake on thetrain to the airport. Aki collapses at the

airport, and Sakucries out for help. Aki is rushed back

to the hospital, only to die. Several yearslater, the

adult Saku returns to his hometown with his new lover.

The high-school campusis rife with memories of Aki.

Amida flurry of cherry blossoms, Saku quietly scatters

Aki's ashes from a glass bottle, which he has kept

since her death.

Art critic Noi Sawaragi has studied the frequent

appearance of leukemia as a motif in tragic love

Stories, noting, “It derives from the radioactive fallout

in the aftermath of Hiroshima, Nagasaki, and the

Marshall Islands hydrogen bomb tests.”

Sawaragi and | were both born in 1962. We were born

into the period of Japan's rapid economic growth, not

atime of remarkable social tumult. Our generation

coincides with the first otaku generation.(For the record,

Sawaragi is not an ofaku.) Deeply influenced by TV

media at the dawn of theTV age, we have been dubbed

“TheTV generation.” The transition from black and

White to color, JFK’s assassination, the Vietnam War, the

moon landing, and archival footage of World WarII:

we've been deluged by these images. And we've

wondered, why does Japan have a military if we've aban-

doned war?The reason remainedin limbo. Because any

child, seeing that archival war footage, must have asked

his parents, “Why did we lose the war?” “Whatare the

Self Defense Forces?" Our parents would have cited

the atomic bombs anddisparities in economic power,

Anmilitary based on equivocation, parents stuck trying

to explain the contradictions between the Peace

Constitution and the Self Defense Forces: everything

in Japan is ambiguous. Our generation swallowed its

profoundfrustration at the rift betweenreality and the

information available in the media,andit festered inside
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Figure 12.29
Theship Daigo Fukurya Maruat
Daigo Fukurya Maru Exhibition Hall, Tokyo
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Figure 14.30
Noi Sawaragi
World War and World Fairs (cover)

TW& 7518s (AE)

2005
Book (publisher: Bijutsu Shuppan-Sha)

us. This created our pathological obsessionwith real-

ity and realism, as we attemptedto identify the source

of ourfrustration.

The leukemia angle andits origins: atomic bombs

and hydrogen bomb tests.

| quote the iconic encounter of the fishing boat

Daigo Fukuryd Maru with a hydrogen bomb test, so

familiar to the Japanese, from Noi Sawaragi's latest

book, World War and WorldFairs (Bijutsu Shuppan-sha,

2005). It illustrates the origins of the never-ending atomic

bomb scenario.

On March 1, 1954, the Daigo Fukuryd Maru was

exposedto radiation from a hydrogen bomb test...

Hoping to compensatefor poor fishing off the

shores of Midway, the Daigo Fukuryd Maru sped

towards the Marshall Islands. On March 1, as the

ship pulled in its catch,a ball of fire something like

the sun rose in the distance,followed by concussive

waves,Rain mixed with particles like white sandfell

over the crewmembersas they hurried backto port.

These were the “ashes of death.” They invaded the

fishermen’s bodies without mercy through the

mucous membranesof the eyes and nose, contami-

nating them with radiation from the inside out; on

September 23 of that year, the first of the crew

members, Aikichi Kuboyama, died. The health of the

remaining twenty-three crew members (whose

average age was twenty-five at the time) continued

to suffer from long-term radiation side effects, and

many have already passed away, dueto liver cancer

and other afflictions...

The many hydrogen bombstested in the Marshall

Islands during this era were bornof the acceleration

of the U.S.-Soviet nuclear test race. In order to

generate explosions significantly more powerful than

those of the atomic bombs, the United States

wasalready employing “3F Bombs.” These bombs

explodedin a three-phaseprocessof fission-fusion-

fission, and bomb casings were frequently coated

with depleted uranium. “Bravo” (an unforgivable

name), a hydrogen bomb that shocked evenits

creators with its demonic destructive force, was a

natural extensionof 3F strategies.

Its fifteen-megaton power remains beyond imag-

ination. By somecalculations, the total TNT tonnage

deployed by both sides over the four-year Japan-U.S.
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War amounted to three megatons. Imagine an

explosion five times that powerful unleashed in an

instant upon a coral reef protected only by beauti-

ful, emerald green waters. But the terror of Bravo

lay not only in its destructive force. The mushroom

cloudit generated rose into the stratosphere, scat-

tering its massive radioactive materialinto the jet

stream, whereit circulated over the world...

In fact, Japan's Pacific coastline experienced

heavily radioactive rains in Bravo's wake. In May

1954, Japan reported a Geiger count rate of 86

thousand counts per minute per liter of rainwater.

(pp. 332-36)

The Japanese were exposed to radiation from the

atomic bomb blasts and then again through hydrogen

bomb tests. A blast of pure white light, a summer

eternally seared, That orange-coloredcircle, leukemia,

and summer vacation. My own consolation, a still

endless summer vacation. The unending pain, the

festering, seeks to break outof this dilemma.

8, The Beast that Shouted Loveat the Heart of

the World

The creators of DAICON IV Opening Animation would

cometo occupy a central place in the current anime

world. The key members of the DAICON group opened

the science-fiction store General Products, which was
professionally incorporated as Gainax in 1984 upon

protluction of the feature-length anime The Wings of

Honneamise(releasedin 1987). Neon Genesis Evangelion

(pl. 33), written and directed by Hideaki Anno and

produced by Gainax,is the landmark otaku anime

film, which marked the most brilliant moment of

otaku subculture.

Evangelion became an explosive hit immediately

after the twenty-six original episodes werefirst

broadcast on television in 1995-96. Caught up in the

cult-like fervor surrounding the work, fans willingly

accepted the controversial and irregular release of the

subsequentfilm: unable to completeit on time, Gainax

feleased an unfinished version to theaters in March

1997 and releasedthe final version a few monthslater

as a different film. This phenomenonpoints to the

complicit relationship by then formed in the world of

animation between the creators and the audience, which

tecognized Evangelion as an instant entertainment
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Figure 1a.31
The Wings of Honneamise
= im AAPSAZOR

1987

Video of anime film
(cover offirst edition, released in May 1987)
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OF SCIENCE FICTION:

HAREANBlsiSOt
& ‘THE BIGGEST NEW COLLECTION YET  
Figure 1a.32
HarlanEllison
The Beast That Shouted Love
at the Heart ofthe World (covet)
TEROH THREMATEN 60s (BR)
1969
Book(publisher: Avon; paperback edition
New AmericanLibrary, 1974)
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classic. The original TV series and the subsequent

feature films attracted not only anime fans but also

young culture-lovers and anime veterans who hadout-

grownotaku obsessions. Evangelion is an unsurpassed

milestone in the history of ofaku culture.

Thestoryis set in 2015,fifteen years after the Second

Impact, a deadly cataclysm of global magnitude that

originated in Antarctica. The new city of Tokyo 3 is

suddenly attacked by “Angels,” unidentified enemies

that take various forms including gigantic creatures

and a computervirus. NERV, a special U.N. agency

chargedwith fighting the invaders, deploys Evangelions,

all-purpose humanoid weapons piloted by three

specially chosen fourteen-year-old kids (Shinji, Rei,

and Asuka).

A complex amalgam of sciencefiction and human

dramain the form of robot anime, Evangelion show-

cased Gainax's skillful animation, along with Anno's

bold use of white-on-black subtitle graphics and speedy,

almost subliminal construction of action sequences.

In many ways, Evangelion is a meta-ofaku film, through

which Anno, himself an otaku, strove to transcend the

otakutradition.

While dutifully paying homage to the pop- and ofaku-

culture landmarks that precededit, Evangelion pushed

its depiction of the psychological and emotional strug-

gles of the young motherlesspilots to the extreme. The

final scenes were presented in a few different forms

and media, including the original TV version, the

feature-film version, and finally the DVD version, which

combined the preceding two. Each was unfailingly

controversial. Especially shocking werethe final two

episodes of the TV series, which unconventionally mix

anime sceneswith drawings and video footage. These

episodes focus on Shinji, the central character among

thepilots, and his painful search for whathislife means

both as a person and as an Evangelion pilot. With the

purposeless Shinji's interior drama taking centerstage,

Evangelion is the endpoint of the postwar lineage of

otaku favorites—from Godzilla to the Ultra series to

Yamato to Gundam—in whichhero-figures increasingly

question and agonize over their righteous missions to

defend the earth and humanity.

The final sequence of the theater version, which

incorporated scenes from the TV version in a some-

what confusing manner, constituted the apogee of

otaku anime.

teLr yFUAY)(pl. 33).
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Beast that ShoutedA/at the Heart of the World.”

(The use of katakana, a Japanesesyllabic script, for

the word aj allows the term to carry the double mean-
ing of homonyms “love” and “I.") Both the title and

concept are borrowed from Harlan Ellison's eponymous

Science-fiction novel. In a contestpitting the audience

{teaders), who are normally on the receiving end of

‘entertainment, against the author's vision, who can fly

her? How far can the audience both compeland

low the director's vision? With Evangelion, the

‘director Annoraised a challenge to works that refused

toallow audiences any escape from the reality of their

own self-consciousness.

The subtitle to the film version's final sequence also

alludes to sciencefiction, referencing the film Charly

(based on Daniel Keyes's Flowersfor Algernon), which

‘Was released in Japan as Magokoro o kimini (My heart

10 you). Evangelion also incorporated references and

elements, such as the “Spear of Longinus” and “AT

(Absolute Terror) Field,” that were freely adapted

from Judeo-Christianreligious mysticism, psychology,

biology, and a wide range of sources.Their juxtaposi-

tion with robots and anime provoked widespread

speculation and much deeper readings. This simula-

tion-based approach stood Japanese anime's

fundamental disregard for dramatic themesonits head.

Butultimately, by arousing sympathyin its audience,

itlaid bare a true otaku heart.

Itis the final scene of the film version. When Shinji

comesto he has beenasleep, naked. Rei, also naked,

‘straddles him, her hand poised to melt and fuse

‘with Shinji's torso. The Humanity Complementation

Program will ensurethat all humans liquefy, fuse, and

‘become one. The giantcrucified on the cross deep
beneath the special agency NERV is recognized as

Lillith, and all humansare destined to merge with her,

ultimately fusing into one. Lillith was the biblical

‘Adam'sfirst wife, but the children born of their union,
lilin, were regarded as demons; they represent

humanity in thefilm.

Shinji: "Am | dead?”

Rei: “No, everything's just becoming one.

This is exactly the world you dreamedof.”

Shinji: “But this is different. This isn’t it.”

Rei: “If you wish for othersto exist, once again,
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Figure 12.33
Charly
HCCSEB

1968

Film poster
© 1088 Cinema Reteasiog Cor



Figure ta.34
Shinji and Rei merging,fromThe End of Evangelion
camrtne MBM Air/KOTSSBE)
koty 4O8H:
1997

Anime film

  

  

the walls of your heartwill pull you away from

everyone else. A new terror of others will begin.”

Shinji: “That's fine.”

 

Shinji removes his hand from Rei’s torso and shakes

her hand. Shinji chooses a world in which a barrier

separates him from others. He notices the others again.

Those who have already fused begin to reappearin

individual silhouettes as each person regains his

individuality. On the beach, Shinji is strangling Asuka.

Asuka caresseshis cheek with her injured right hand.

As hereleaseshis grip, Shinji weeps and a tear lands

on Asuka’s cheek. Asukablurts out, “That's disgusting.”

“The End" appears in a corner of the frame, and

abruptly, the film is over.

Shinji longsfor the self that has split away from him

to acknowledge his remaining self. He would like for

his neighbors to acknowledge him as well. And so he

rejects total fusion with Rei; but he's wary of the pain

that accompaniesinteraction with others. Should he

let himself becomethe objectof another's love? Alone

with Asuka, the only person left who may understand

him, Shinji tries to kill her. But as he strangles her,

Asukaextendsher hand to him. She strokes his cheek.

Skin touches skin. Primitive communication, ambitions

derailed, Even though he attempts tokill her, Shinji

wants Asukato understandhis realintention: that what

he really seeks is simply himself. But he also knows

that this is impossible. Seeing this pathetic side of
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Shinji, Asuka mirrors the responseof society. She

asserts that she finds Shinji, who is only capable of

self-involved communication, “disgusting.”

Inthe last scene of Katayama's novel Crying Out Love

from the Centerofthe World, the protagonist, Saku, has

grown up. With a new loverin tow, he returns to a high-

school campus drenched in memories of his dead lover.

Heis not in the least concerned that his new lovernei-

ther knows he lost Aki to leukemia nor appreciates his

Memories of the deadgirl. In fact, his driving purpose

is to reaffirm an enduring sentimentality that he has

reserved entirely for himself, andit is this that triggers

sympathy in the reader.

In Evangelion, Shinji would fulfill his desire to

complete a solitary journey of the heart by murdering

Asuka, his only counterpart.

The dramaof this murder attemptexists on thelevel

ofa child who discovers the meaningoflife bykilling

a frog. Such paralysis signifies both the ofaku's apex

and his genesis.

In a sense, the search for a place in the world, which

80 torments Anno’s alter-ego Shinji, is the insurmount-
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Figure 1a.35
TsutomuMiyazaki’s room, 1989
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able challenge facing Japan, Our relief at finally putting

the traumaof the war behind us was brief, for we

immediately were confronted by our inability to

devise an independent future. Japan is now enmeshed

in the search for what it means to have a self.

Onthe other hand,in his “journey to self-abandon-

ment,” Miura Jun, the man who coined the term yuru

chara, asks whetheror notthereis a self worth search-

ing for; the more such paradoxes emerge, the more a

meaningless "journey of self-discovery,” which offers

no apparent or ultimate independence, becomesthe

themeof Japan.

9. Otaku

It is impossible to avoid otaku in any discussion of

contemporary Japaneseculture. Although someotaku

prize themselves as “genetic” ofaku,all are ultimately

defined by their relentless references to a humiliated

self. Though obsessed with personal taste and

individualism, otaku can cultivate friendships based

on shared interests. They excelat radicalizing insular

information. They thoroughly reject those who stray

outside the boundaries of sharedinterests.

Japanese society has consistently ridiculed otaku

as a negative element, driving such personalities into

the far corners ofthe social fabric.

There is a slight but absolute gulf between “sub-

culture” and otaku. If we define subculture as “cool

culture from abroad,” otaku is “uncool indigenous

Japaneseculture”; as ofaku insist, “at leastit's home-

grown." Otaku are mercurial, and embracethe internal

contradiction of considering such definitions “un-otaku.”

Nevertheless, the incident that spurred the impulse

to purge otaku from the world exposes the stark

reality of otaku anthropology for all to see. After the

arrest of Tsutomu Miyazaki, a kidnapper and murderer

of children, media images revealed his ofaku-esque

existence in a windowless room lined with wall-to-wall

stacks of videos;the otaku lifestyle was thus demonized

as a symbol ofevil.

The otaku aspect of the cult group Aum Shinrikyd

triggered a media bonanza, disseminating an impres-

sion of otakuas evil incarnate. From the amateurish

technology ofits self-produced propaganda videos and

electrode-equipped helmetsforfollowers,to the launch

of its Mahap6sha store selling cheap homemade

computers in Akihabara (Tokyo's electronicsdistrict)
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to raise cult funds, Aum Shinrikyd could be character-
ized byits wide-ranging otaku-esque behavior, The
clincher was the sect's creation of a detoxification
system dubbed “Cosmo Cleaner,”a direct appropriation
‘of the identically named tadiation-disposal device
prominently featured in Space Battleship Yamato, Aum
Shintiky's otaku dimension had become so extreme
that the group was perceived throughout Japan both
8 a laughingstock and as an incomprehensible species,

Yet ofaku continue to proliferate, heedless of the
criticism centered in society's reservations about such
incidents, probably because otaku existence fits so
effortlessly into Japaneselifestyles.
Otaku emerged in the late 1970s. Their forerunners

Were obsessed with accumulating information, and
radicalized the critical assessment of TV animation,
Sciencefiction, and other subcultures then perceived
as nothing more than children’s entertainment. They
comprised the growing fan base for Space Battleship
Yamato; the intensely cliquish founding members of
the special-effects science-fiction magazine Uchdsen
(Spaceship), created in 1980 by Asahi Sonorama; and
the DAICON group. The definitive otaku animation
works, Space Battleship Yamato and Mobile Suit Gundam,
are pivotal in the way that Marcel Duchamp's urinalis
pivotal as a twentieth-century work of art; subsequent
Works are derived from interpretations and reinterpre-
tations of these paradigms. Products aimed at this
obsessive fan base still proliferate, and the ofaku
market continues to expand gradually, thoughit has
already reachedits peak.

The latest generation of otaku emerging in the
Post-Tsutomu Miyazaki era no longer exists in
hermetic isolation. They have also ceased to attract
Social disdain, This is because otaku haveproliferated
So widely that they no longer form a minority, They are
integrated so thoroughly into the mainstream thatfirst-
generation otaku have become difficult to distinguish
from everyoneelse,

Otaku will never be outmoded and will continue
to proliferate because they constantly transform
themselves,

In every domain—from the world of games, to
the Internet, to a world of pop-idols—otaku swiftly
discover the loci of exchange betweenintense Eros
and consciousness, never tiring in their efforts to fuse
With such realms. Every otaku category sublimates into
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Figure 12.36
Spaceship, inaugural issue (cover)
"SERIFwea)
1980
Magazine(publisher: A:
  

sahi Sonorama)

  



 

fantasy, fueled by gargantuan information stores,

integrated research, and the otaku quest for Eros. As

a result, although their world has begun to overlap with

reality and otaku have gradually begun to merge with

the mainstream, they remain unable to shedtheair of

the grotesque.

10. Seven-Eleven

Just one more, one morecall fromyou and we can

start over

But if we keep this up, my memoriesof you will be

destroyed

Ml do my best

| want to grow the teeny-tiny guts of a defeated athlete

These days,| play ‘til around 8 or 9 p.m.

I go to the conveniencestore, | go to the disco and watch

rental videos with girls | don't know

| don't know if this is as goodas it gets, but noneof it

comparesto you

In those days, | got drunk on Kahlua-milk

These days | can drink bourbon-sodaswith the guys,

but | don't really like them

Let's getoff the phone and meetin Roppongi,

come meet me, now

| want to make up with you, one moretime,

over Kahlua-milk

Girls are so fragile, which is why they need to be

protected, as muchas possible

ButI've never been able to bethat kind of man,I'm sorry

I'll do my best

I want to grow the teeny-tiny guts of a defeated athlete
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Figure 1a.37
Store model for Seven-Eleven Japan
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_ We're both stuck in our stupidlittle pride

You treated me to Kahlua-milk on mybirthday

When | had onetheother day, it made me want to cry

Let's get off the phone and meet in Roppongi,

come meet me, now

IWant to make up with you, one more time,over

Kahlua-milk

(Yasuyuki Okamura, “Kahlua-Milk,” 1990; lyrics and

music by Yasuyuki Okamura)*

At the height of the bubble economy, from the mid-

4980s to the early 1990s, Japan spent money.This

“economic frenzy, similar to the climate surrounding

the rise of Pop Art in America, visited a Japanese

iiture grown obese from cultivation in a greenhouse.

The Vicissitudes of reality grew more compelling than

fiction. With a manic feeling of having conquered the

“World, without any heed forthe future, and trusting only

the upward momentum of the bubble economy, we

served a mirage that bore us straight into the

future. And when that mirage vanished,we felt relief,
‘as if to say, “That's right, this is whatreality lookslike.”

Werealized thatlife was perfectly fine with just a

‘modicum of joy. No need to party-hearty every day of

‘youtlife. No one wasstarving, no one wasthat bored.If

‘you were hungry, you'd go to the conveniencestore. In

the mood to shop, you'd go to Don Quijote. And soon,

the basis of everyday life depended on convenience

‘stores and discount shops. The local convenience store

is now a significant factor in apartment-hunting.

Seven-Eleven currently dominates the convenience-

Store market. The chain openedits first store in 1974

as a Japanese incarnation of American Southland

Corporation's 7-Eleven. Employing distinctly Japanese

distribution strategies—including completely comput-

erized inventory controls, meticulous replenishment

of perishable goods via nine deliveries per day, and

the elimination of warehouses—Seven-Eleven currently

controls 10,303 of Japan's 37,691 convenience stores,

boasting the highest gross sales in the country, an

annualtotal of more than 23 billion yen (nearly 222

million dollars),

Thenextrevolutionaryretail outlet to settle into the

Urban landscape was DonQuijote.It offers a unique

“condensed array” retail space that suggests you've

“Wandered into an Asian bazaar. Brand-name goods,
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Figure 12.38
Bank Band
Sdshi séai(Like-minded musicians
gettogetherand jam; limitededition)
625%)(LIMITED EDITION)
2004
CD (cover)

The CD Séshi sda/ consists of Bank Band's cover
versions of songs by variousartists, including
“Kahlua-Milk” and “Ode to doy” (quoted in the
text), Bank Band was formed by Takeshi Kobayashi
and Kazutoshi Sakurai to aid their non-profit
organization, “ap bank,” which makes loans to
environmental projects. They seek meaning in
history by archiving, respecting, and renewingit.
Their goal is to travel along the vertical temporal
axis of Japaneseculture without reference to
externalfactors,
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electronics, and apparel are displayed in an environ-

ment reminiscentofa tropical jungle, which customers

can “explore”as they shop. It is thethrill of wandering

into a maze. Don Quijote's forty thousand products vary

constantly, andit is the only place in the world where

Louis Vuitton bags can be seen nextto toilet paper.

The stores are open day and night, but the quintes-

sential Don Quijote experience unfolds late at night:

peak sales hours fall between 10 p.m. and midnight.

Unlike the late-night markets of conveniencestores,

where customers make purchasesto satisfy immedi-

ate needs, young people flock to Don Quijote nightly

in order to “kill time” in a new kind of urban amuse-

ment, like mothsto a flashlight.

The capitalist economy has becomethe world’s

philosophy.It proliferates becauseit offers the image
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ee of a society wherelife is easy and no one starves. TC. SiREDETICRESMO£35 ICHBORE

Miura Jun's Yuru Chara Show Pleasure motivates everything. People create environ- 2T<4.

peelsie ee ments spurred by their own desires. In Japan today,  #RidHAERRRACRO.t0
DVD (cover) we've nearly perfected living environment based on AISLOBS UAW. MARWHREES

 

consumer supremacythat’s very comfortable, easy, and

nearly stress-free.

If you have a convenience store,you'll be fine. For

a little entertainment, check out Don Quijote. Your

scenario for a happy society free of starvation is
now complete.
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” 11. Yuru Chara

Japanis a treasure trove of kawaii characters: Hello

if Kitty, Pokémon, Doraemon, TarePanda (“Drooping

ue Panda”), and Anpanman("“Bean-Paste Bread Man")— 11. O47

BADDUW47 97 9-ORMEFT4
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the list goes on and on. By now,kawaii has even entered

if the global vocabulary.

ie These characters, which first won popularity with

iw children, either were spunoff from manga and animeor

werecorporateicons; all were regarded as promotional

» products. At this point, countless characters are

generated exclusively for merchandising, supported

by a flood of specialty magazines featuring such

products. Kawaii characters, upheld by a global

market, are now in riotousproliferation.

Today, with the character boom atits height, one

branch of these creatures has already fallen by the

wayside. Miura Jun, the multitalented popularillustra-

tor and creator of up-to-the-minute slang—averitable

subculture king with links to the ofaku world—has

delved into this hopeless, stranded population, infus-
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ing it with newfound significance and reinventing its

members as yuru chara(pl. 32).

The Japaneseterm yurui suggests a sense of loose-

fess and lethargy. Combine the abbreviation yuru, from

‘Yurui, with chara, from “characters,” to form yuru chara.

Miura first coined the term to describe the characters

Created independently by regional municipalities and

tourist boards. He justifies their existence from an

animistic point of view, employing his own rhetoric,

but it is possible to evaluate them from another

perspective:art criticism and appreciation.

Like wabi and sabi, synonyms for Japaneseaesthetic

sensibilities, yurui evades ready translation. The best

way to comprehendthetermis to place it along the

extended lineage of words such as aware(sensitivity

of subjective emotion) and okashi (emotional attrac-

tion), which appeal to human emotion.

A prime candidatefor a historical precedent is /n

the Cool of the Evening, by Kusumi Morikage, an ink

aitist of the Edo period (1615-1868). According to the

art critic Nobuo Tsuji, author of The Lineageof the

Extraordinary (1970),

Many [nature scenes] are passive and drenchedin

an admiring, empathic tone, as though infused with

a sense of aware, We mustnot, however, overlook the

fact that, among Japanese depictions of nature,

althoughall stem from the same roots of emotional

empathy towards nature, there are those that stand

apart by projecting active feeling towardstheliveli-

ness and energy of nature. This distinguishes the

Spirit of aware from the spirit of okashi, as observed

by Yoshie Okazaki, delineating works infused with

the cheerfulnessof a heart opentoits subject. (The

History of Japanese Art 7; How to Look at Japanese

Art, wanami Shoten, 1992,p. 21)

We maythus discoverthe inevitability of yuru/ within the

trajectory of Japanesehistory.

In addition, the transition from kawaii to yurui

feflects a significant degree of sexual incapacity, or a

sense of impotence. There are no dramatic stories

linked to these characters, which convey only a sense

of lethargy to their audience. Embodying only oppor-

tunism by default,lives are bestowed on thesecreatures

inthe service of effervescent public events. Each sports

expressions “spaced-out with peace.” Yuru chara stand
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Figure 1a.40
Anpanman
PUNDIT
1988
Charactercreated by Takashi Yanase
7, YANASE/FROEBELKAN-TRSANTY

 

Figure ta.441
TarePanda
fetuith te
1999
Character created by Hikaru Suemasa



in for the Japanese themselves: once everything had

been blown awayin a flash, an infantile and impotent

culture gained strength under the rubric of an

unfounded, puppet national infrastructure. What

emerged wasa culture frozenin its infancy, earlier than

adolescence or even childhood.

Kawaii and yurui characters sprout from this soil.

Once you have thoroughly digested kawaii, the yurui

sensibility is a logical next step. The day is coming

whenthe world will sneer at its own inconstancy,its

vacuity, with derision.
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Phantomsin the Brain

@ narrator of aTV documentary based on V.S.

machandran's Phantomsin the Brain (written with

ndra Blakeslee; William Morrow, 1998) notes, “Our

dies move according to signals sent out from the

brain, and thebrain can befooled.”

Ramachandran’s book introduces the central case

of the documentary, an American man wholost

entire arm in a motorcycle accident. He describes

ling his lost hand and missing fingertips pulse with

ain; these are symptomsof a “phantom limb.” The

ient is in a terrible predicament and reports

juent, searing pain in his fingertips since the

ident. He endures extended periodsof pain akin to

burning in flames. The author encourageshis patient

ry an experiment. He hands him a box, the use of

is first described with a female patient;

To enable patients like Irene to perceive real move-

_ments in their non-existent arms, we constructed

-avirtual reality box, The box is made by placing a

vertical mirror inside a cardboard box with its lid

removed. The front of the box has two holesin it,

through which the patientinserts her “good hand”

(Say, the right one) and her phantom hand (the

left one).

Since the mirror is in the middle of the box, the

‘fight hand is now on theright side of the mirror and

the phantomis ontheleft side.

‘The patient is then asked to viewthe reflection of

‘the normal hand in the mirror and to moveit around

slightly until the reflection appears to be super

‘imposed ontothefelt position of her phantom hand.

She has thus created theillusion of observing two

hands, whenin fact she is only seeing the mirror

feflection of her intact hand. If she now sends

motor commands to both arms to make mirror

symmetric movements,as if she were conducting

an orchestra or clapping, she of course “sees”

her phantom moving as well. Her brain receives

confirming visual feedbackthat the phantom hand

‘is moving correctly in response to her command.

Will this help restore voluntary control over her

“paralyzed phantom? (p. 46)*

‘Inthe documentary, the male patient puts his hand in

he box. After the experiment, he says that his phan-
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PHANTOMS IN
THEBRAIN

VS. RAMACHANDRAN, M.D.,-PHLD.,

AND SANDRA BLAKESLEE

FOREWORD BY OLIVER SACKS, M.D

      

Figure ta.43
machandran and Sandra Blakeslee

Phantomsin the Brain (cover)
Taktaty ODwaeRAR)

1998/1999 (paperback)
Book (publisher: William Morrow)

iby VS, Ramachandran, W.0, Phi.

Sandra Bakelae
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tom limb is cured, that the pain has gone. He also says

that if he repeats the therapy process by putting his

handin the virtual reality box, his pain will again

recede. He claims thatfictitious information gained

from anillusion eliminates the traumaof the accident.

Continuing with Dr. Ramachandran's casestudy,

Three more weeks passed until one day Philip called

me, very excited and agitated.

“Doctor,” he exclaimed, “it's gone!”

“What's gone?”(I thought maybe he had lost the

mirror box.)

“My phantom is gone.”

“What are you talking about?”

“You know, my phantom arm, which | had for ten

years.It doesn’t exist anymore. All | have is my phan-

tomfingers and palm dangling from my shoulder!”...

The experiment suggests that when Philip’s right

parietal lobe was presented with conflicting

signals—visual feedbacktelling him that his arm is

moving again while his musclesaretelling him the

armis not there—his mind resorted to a form of

denial. The only way his beleaguered brain could

deal with this bizarre sensory conflict was to say,

“To hell with it, there is no arm!"(pp. 49-50)*

We Japaneseexist in a state exceedingly similar to

Philip's physical condition. In other words, we don't

have both arms, yet we imagine that wefeel the pres-

ence of two normal limbs. Noneof us recognize that

one is a phantom. Wefeel pain in an arm that

doesn't actually exist. The fingers of that nonexistent

arm throb with pain. It's impossible to getrid ofit,

becauseno one understands why or how. At the height

of the bubble economy, hoping to eliminate our lost

arm, we held drunken orgies, the equivalent of ortho-

pedic surgery. But our pain persisted. Its source was

our forced remediation to Westernization and our

predicamentas a nation situated in the ambiguous

environmentthatfollowed defeatin the Pacific War.

In other words, our country was not functioning

normally. Like Dr. Ramachandran’s patient, Philip,

Japan has continued to operate with a phantom arm

throughout the postwar era.

Until now, Japan has rejected otaku profoundly.
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Why? Because Japan didn’t want to acknowledgeits

ing arm. Because we didn't want to accept that

bodies were inadequate.

‘Otaku are characterized by individualism, a patho-

ical obsession with realism, and a groundless,

imistic attitude toward the future. There is no

eceit or duplicity in the pathetic yuru chara’s

‘profoundly lethargic smiles. Otaku and the throng of

juru chara function as Japan'svirtualreality box. Japan

s both armsin the box. And resolutely confronting

armsin the mirror, we Japanese recognize that

arm is a phantom. Whentheinformation gained

the virtual reality box reachesthe brain, the phan-

‘tom limb should vanish. This creates an altogether

erentreality. How can we Japanese comprehend

interpret our missing limb?

Regardless of winning orlosing the war, the bottom

ie is that for the past sixty years, Japan has been a

fing ground for an American-style capitalist econ-

, protected in a greenhouse, nurtured and bloated

to the point of explosion. The results are so bizarre,

re perfect. Whatevertrue intentions underlie “Little

" the nickname for Hiroshima's atomic bomb, we

ese are truly, deeply, pampered children. And as

ampered children, we throw constant tantrums while

alled by our own cuteness.It’s the denouement

faculture, nourished by trauma, snugly raised in the

uubator of a society gone slack. We feed at Seven-

acquire cultural artifacts at Don Quijote, and

isfy ourintellectual curiosity with cell phones and

mputers. We hold theillusion that anything can be

entrated within our reach, that every kind of infor-

ation can be centralized on our desktops.If the world

ds a way to maintain a convenient environmentfree

of starvation indefinitely, there’s no doubtits future

look like our present.

Unconditional love for things that are kawaii and

are. An otaku lifestyle. A guileless heart that

lakesits affection for misery, self-derision, and

chism for a conscience.

Now the worldlies at our desktopfingertips.

‘Our experiences,this prescription for self-medicated

lizens of a castrated nation-state, may well be

Ipropriated in the future world as an exemplary model

fehabilitation.
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13. Robots

The Japanese are unusually driven to create robots.

And not just in manga and anime—they are also

infatuated with actually making them. This fascination

stems from Astro Boy and Mobile Suit Gundam, and

the myriad worksof robot animethat followed.

Karl Capekfirst coined the word “robot”to describe

an artificial human in his 1920 play, RUR Rossum's

Universal Robots. \n 1926, Metropolis featured a female

robot, and in 1950, Isaac Asimovestablished the "three

laws of robotics”in the science-fiction novel /, Robot.

The following year, manga maestro OsamuTezukafirst

beganto serialize Astro Boy in the magazine Shonen

(Boys), underthe title Atom Ambassador. Tezuka, ever

alert to cutting-edge foreign culture, clearly had a flash

of inspiration about how to transplant the overseas

movementto impoverished postwar Japan.

The genesisof thetitle Tetsujin 28, another magnum

opus of postwar manga/anime,vividly evokes the scars

of war. In aninterview in Figure-6 (Figure king) magazine,

Teruhiko Yokoyama, Jetsujin 28's creator, explained that

he had comeup with the name from memories of watch-

ing B-29s during the war. “In the firebombing of Tokyo,

huge piecesofsteel flew through the sky. | could never

get that image out of my head, and it becamethe basis

for my‘iron-man’ [fetsujin] idea.” In other words, Tetsujin

28 was inspired by a bomber. There are innumerable

popular manga based onrobots; one quick lineage would

include Jiré6 Kuwata and KazumasaHirai's Eightman

(1963), GS Nagai's Mazinger-Z (1972), Fujiko F. Fujio’s

Doraemon (anime begunin 1973), Tadao Nagahama's

Ultra Electromagnetic Robot Combattler V (1976),

Yoshiyuki Tomino's Mobile Suit Gundam (1979) and Space

Runaway Ideon (1980), Studio Nue’s Super Dimension

Fortress Macross (1982), Mamoru Oshii's Mobile Police

Patlabor (1989), and Hideaki Anno’s Neon Genesis

Evangelion (1995).

Honda is currently at the vanguard in developing

human-style robots, Established as a motorbike

manufacturer, the company launchedits robot project

whenit decided to ensure a sustainable future by

lowering harmful emissions and achieving a level of

safety suitable for vehicles used for human transporta-

tion. The completed robot stunned the public.

Its alarmingly supple motion, and the spectacle of a

robot walking upright—asif it had stepped straight
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fom a Manga- or anime-inspired dream—took our

breath away.

The general public's interest in robots is also

femarkable; more than fifty robot contests are now

ld in Japan over the course of a year. The most

famous of them, known as RoboCon,has evolved into

‘an annual event broadcast on NHK (Japan's public

‘broadcast network). This event, which inspired a fea-

ture film, now comprises an early step on the career

paths of technology-minded high-schoolstudents.

~ RoboCon beganin 1988 with a dozen technicalhigh
schools, Since then, the competition has been

‘enhanced through restructuring and subdivision into a

fange of competitive categories, from Kosen RoboCon

"(for students of kot6 senmon gakké,ortechnical high

schools), Daigaku RoboCon(for daigaku [university]

students in Japan), ABU RoboCon (Asia-Pacific Robot

Contest, for university/college/polytechnical students

from seven countries). This year marks the eighteenth

“and fourteenth anniversaries of Késen RoboConand

“Daigaku RoboCon,respectively. In Kosen RoboCon,

126 tech-schoo! teamswill compete in preliminary

‘Contests, with 25 making it to the finals; whereas in

igaku RoboCon,73 university teamswill submit

‘ideas on paper, and 20 will be selected to proceed to

finals. The final competitionswill be broadcast on

primetimetelevision.

In addition to RoboCon, two thousand of Japan's

12 500 junior high schools hold robotics contests as

‘part of their technical curricula.

Seenin this context, it is no surprise that Honda's

project provoked such a commotion. With Honda's

announcement, a robot-production craze hit Japanese

porations. No doubteachfirm will develop programs

‘tune withits individual corporate philosophy,butit is

ficult to imagine this mania in any other country.

The founders of these corporations, who dreamed

‘of Astro Boy, fund theseinitiatives, and the Gundam

eration implements them.

‘Astro Boy and Tetsujin 28 were born directly of the

taw experience of war to become the impetus for

Japanese dreams. Mobile Suit Gundam portrayed

obots as ever-more-real weapons.Its protagonist

ponders the meaning of war, the meaningoflife.

The brain specialist Dr. Takeshi Yor6 believes that
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Figure 1a.44
OsamuTezuka
Episode 6: “Denkd Ningen"(Flashlight man),
from Astro Bo)
CRB RAEDRE BEAR,
1963
TV animeserie:
0 Tate PridctinieMua

  

Figure 12.45
ASIMO (Advanced Step in Innovative Mobility)

se-$

Humanoid robot created by Honda Motors



Figure 14.46
Scene from /dea Competition: National Robot
Contest for Technical High Schoolers 2004,
finals in Tokyo
PAFPRR-SSSIP
Oy KAYFAh2004RTHLERS)

human ambition has shifted towards the creation

of “humans.”

The flow of biological science from past to future

runs notin a straight line, but rather in a spiral. In

the nineteenth century, experimental embryology

focused on newts—amphibians. The twentieth

century saw shift to chickens and now mice.This

trajectory ultimately points to humans. Although

biologists still insist that they aren't working

towards humans,but instead in a different direc-

tion, any objective review of history reveals that

the path has turned, and is aimed in a human

direction, Yes, what humanswill ultimately create

are humans. (from Kokoku hihyo [Advertising

criticism], January 2000,p. 101)

Humansregard robots as extensions of themselves

and alter-egos. For the Japanese,in particular, robots

are the avant-garde of self-portraiture, poised to

becomereality.

14. New Type

Mobile Suit Gundam (pl. 30) defined the current

trajectory of Japanese robot anime. The detailed

histories, mechanical images,realistic portrayals of
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humans, and references to abortive communication

found in subsequentworksin the genreall take Gundam

as their standard. "New Type”signifies a conceptual

Dera first forged by Gundam, a framework so

ful that it continues to stimulate new works and

drive the anime world twenty-five years after Gundam's

initial broadcast.

course, Gundam also rewrote the book on robot

ime. Its reevaluation of the axiomatic meaning or

pose of fighting an enemy, and provision of a

text that gave the enemy a righteouscause,startled

undam's original audience. Prior to Gundam, robot

ime had served up moralistic stories featuring a

mecha" (mechanical) protagonist and his nemesis,

0 Were engagedin pro-wrestling-style battles with

ictics intended to attract children. Originally, robot

nme Was simply a promotional tool devised by toy

Companiesto sell their robots, and all storylines were

Production company, Mushi Pro, which expanded

erations after Astro Boy's huge success. The com-

any is knownfor nurturing the animators who went

on to lead the anime world. In addition to Tomino, Mushi

to fostered a veritable who's-whoof the giants of

contemporary anime: Rintar6, Gisaburé Sugii, Osamu

ezaki, and Yoshikazu Yasuhiko. After leaving Mushi

Pro, Tomino madehis wayin the anime world.In his

“autobiography, he describeshis efforts to validate his

existence as an animator by drawing storyboards for

anime, including such high-end programsas Heidi,

irl ofthe Alps and Marco, producedbyIsao Takahata,

who laid the foundationsfor realism in Japanese anime

{along with Hayao Miyazaki). All the while, Tomino was

earching for his own form of animerealism.

‘Opportunity came in the form of an offer to direct

‘several robot animefilms, culminating with Gundam

its long-awaited New Type conception. The

encyclopedic handbook Gundam Officials (Kédansha,

|) describes the defining elements of this concept:

q

Thecore of Zeonism, the greatest philosophyofthis

century [“Universal Century,” the periodization

employed in Gundam], is the New Type theory. The

human race has a subliminal adaptability to new

environments, and whencivilization advancesto the
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Figure 12.48
Amuro Ray from Mobile Suit Gundam
(episode 1)
CROLLFLSA O'PAD-L 1,
1979
TV animeseries
© SOTSU AGENCY-SUNRISE

point of colonizing space environments, our race

will devise a new, specially adapted human form.

[This form] will possess clairvoyance and the

requisite environmental cognizancefor survivalin

the vast region we know as the cosmos.Its powers

will also enable smoother human communication,

allowing [these humans] to perceive the totality of

things without any misunderstanding. Historical

imperative dictatesthis.

Zeon Daikun christened this race “New Type.”

Because New Types understandthingsin totality,

they communicate in modesthat far surpass the

restricted channels of language. This results in an

expansion of cognition not limited to New Types,but

extending to all humanity. Thus, New Type society

will function by human consensus, and will correct

any individual errors immediately, eliminating the

improprieties of mutual misunderstandings. The

composite, commonconsciousnessborn of this

expanded communicationandits attendantintellec-

tual capacity is the essence of New Type.(pp. 533-34)

Thus described is an evolutionary process in which

a new human race—a race adaptedto life in space,

a race that devises a new form of communication

that facilitates understanding without language—

emerges as a by-product of our expansion into space

and the future.

The notion that aborted communication causes

intertribal warfare and prejudice is an enduring theme;

it appearsin the biblical account of the Tower of Babel,

in which God garbles human language to bring the

tower's construction to a halt. Our dependence on a

language thatis inadequate for communicating ourin-

tentions and needs, andthe resulting strife, prejudice,

and misunderstandings, pose obstacles that humanity

strives to overcome.

Later, in Neon Genesis Evangelion, Hideaki Anno

outlined his Human Complementation Program,

offering a tragic denouementfor the New Type model.

In a sense, this was Anno’s reply to Gundam'svision of

expanded communication.

V.S. Ramachandran's description of Savant Syndrome

in Phantomsin the Brain is suggestive of the New Type.

The term Savant Syndrome is commonly used to

describe people with mental disabilities who nonethe-
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possess astounding memories; they are capable

accurately reproducing music or landscapes to which

have been exposed.

‘Consider the possibility that savants suffer early

brain damage before or shortly afterbirth... Is it

‘possible that their brains undergo some form of

remapping as seen in phantom limb patients? Does

the prenatal or neonatal injury lead to unusual

fewiring? In savants, one part of the brain may for

ome obscure reasonreceive a greater than average

‘input or some other equivalent impetus to become

‘denser and larger—a huge angular gyrus, for exam-

.. An angular gyrus doubled in size could lead

not to a mere doubling of mathematical ability but

@ logarithmic or hundred-fold increase. You can

‘imagine an explosionof talent resulting from this

simple but “anomalous” increase in brain volume.

‘The same argument might hold for drawing, music,

language, indeed any humantrait. (p. 196)*

wuro Ray, Tomino's protagonist, is a shy, antisocial

ew Type who awakensto war.It is inevitable that

vans who are born and dwell in low-gravity space,

ith radiation levels that far surpass those on earth,

be fundamentally different from humans born and

ed onthis planet. For the Japanese, the hopethat

‘New Type will emerge in this environment is an

itability, born of the confluence of reality and

stwar trauma.

15. Children
have always searched for a setting to believein.

tainly our home, the country in which we were born

id raised, should qualify as something we can count

n. But for us, such trust has always been conditional.

We probably owethis to our experienceofnativesoil

‘as something that can be reduced to nothingin a flash;

is has dulled our instinct for building foundations.

ides, it is clear that our society is hardly founded on

solute justice.

Astro Boy is a child-type robot invented as a compan-

peaceful future, A little boy named Shétaré pilots

sujin 28, an amalgam of robots symbolizing weapons

id the B-29, which evokesthe terror of firebombed

yo. Akira is a child whose experimental subject code
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Shotard from Tetsujin 26 (episode 70)
GRA2BB)B70K4 0 REAR,

TV anime series
CC HiKARL-PRODUCTION-EIKEN

 
Katsuhiro Otomo
Armytest subject ho.28,
from Akira, vol. 2 (page 298)
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Figure 1a.51
kicell
Earth in My Window, including
“Enola Gay" and “Earth in My Window"
FELD74BMERDPLICRHR)
2004
CD (cover!
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number, 28, is derived from Jetsujin 28. Amuro Ray finds

himself on the battlefield as a young boy, even though

he belongsto a super-race, the New Types.Shinji, from

Neon Genesis Evangelion, is a youngster capable of

synchronizing himself with a robot, but he is hopeless

whenit comes to verbal communication. Nobita, the

protagonist of Doraemon, is a young loser. All are

children who wantto stay children against the will of

society. How are they to maintain their worlds? Postwar

mangaand animeare defined by this dilemma.

Robotsare refined to a level at which they compen-

sate for the inadequacy of human communication,

expand humancapabilities, and even possessself-con-

sciousness. With the aid of such robots, humans can

evolve into superhuman NewTypes. People themselves

becomea black hole:life in death, transformation,

repeated mutation. Thought stops andthe child never

grows up. Suckedin by kawaii, you loseinitiative, or

laugh at your ownlethargy and take a robotfor a real-

world partner. And yet, amidstit all, people awaken and

evolve toward a new humanity.

A flash, all is gone. We have been protected, borne

sickness, becomerich, and lost everything, Our hearts

have been broken, comforted, and captivated. And now,

we wait for death.

We have no choice but to prepare for death as

children.

This is the bizarre reality we have inhabited since

the atomic bombsfell and we tasted defeat.

The coming future, the near future. The pursuit of

aggressive economic growth inevitably requires that

wepioneer newfrontiers. And so the human race must

eventually emigrate to space. Howwill the human body

and heart survive an environment in which high

levels of radiation pierce our bodies?

Then, we Japanesewill have developed the robots

to protect us, the philosophies to guide us, and the

characters to comfortus. In that flash, we found a way

to glimpsea future in which the conceptsof time and

space have warped.

16. Earth in My Window

There's Columbia, and good old Mongolia

Africa, singingin the rain
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‘Smoking Arabia, stalwart Poland

‘And Japan,always dreaming

‘Where did you comefrom
eaving that centipede scar

Reflected in the window, your familiar face

await the day you come to Earth

Phoenicia in the sea, far-eyed Rome

‘China, whohasfinishedits letter

Sleeping America, starry-skied India

Spain, who reminds meof you

‘Someday green shoots in the rubble
At dawn, where shall we set outfor?

‘On the beachat dusk, let us meet our dreams

Kissing under a tree, | await the day

Whenthelargebird takesflight and murmurs on a stone

The overflowing mysteries drift like clouds

Reflected in the window, your familiar face

await the day you cometo Earth

(kicell, “Earth in My Window,” 2004; lyrics and music

byTakefumi Tsujimura)*

 

‘Earth in My Window,

ays dreaming,

night in America. Japanis

While America sleeps, Japan has been daydreaming.

jfeetings, you arealive.|, too, am alive.

Inscribethetrajectory, the arc of ourlives, and warp

coordinates of time and space.Finally, take your

ace in the future, signify equivalent meanings. The

Evolution and progress are not our only dreams. After

interminable mutation, a deformed abomination,a face

ous with scars, there is still meaning in life. Our

re may be repulsive, but | want the future to know

meaning ofourlives,
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